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 Welcome to April’s issue 

  

About section  A & B  
 

	  
 

 

	  

Section A: 
 
Guest writer Rea Wallace from Texas  

✸ About Rea 
✸ Reading Protection: Safely combining 

cards & the mystical  
 
Guest writer Sue Nadeau from Canada 

! Master Numbers 11, 22, 33 
! Tarot Court Cards 

 
Question Corner:  
Lenormand Cards: GT Near & Far technique 
Tips: What deck and book to buy? 
 

Section B: Page 11 
Guest writer Orna Ben-Shoshan from Isreal 

" About Orna 
" Kabbalah introduction course 
" Revealed by the letters oracle cards 
" Example of 3-card reading 

 
Guest Writer G. Nicodemo from Canada:  

o Story Time: Chapters 4/5.  

!
 

I am writing this portion of the newsletter on the eve of my birthday. 
My mom always said that you should celebrate your birthday for three 
days (the day before, day of and day after).  She must have known 
more about Astrology than admitted. Actually, my mom felt it was a 
special day for her as well since she gave birth to me au naturel with 
the assistance of a midwife. I miss my mom.  

If your mom is alive give her an extra hug this Mother’s Day.  
 
"Sometimes you will never know the true value of a 
moment until it becomes a memory," Iman Bowie.  
 
April’s issue brings some exciting articles by various guest writers 
around the world.  It is divided into two sections. Part of this reason is 
for easier reference. If you look on side bar you’ll see what is included 
in each section.  

Pray for Peace on Earth 
 

!  Section A features a couple of informative articles written by guest writers Rea Wallace and Sue Nadeau. The 
remainder of the section is in keeping with the previous newsletters. My sincere thanks to Rea and Sue.  The story of 
Father Dad continues.  
 
! Section B features an in-depth special article written by guest artist/author Orna Ben-Shoshan. She introduces her 
newly created oracle cards called Revealed by the Letters. This is a 44-card deck rooted in the 22 letters of the Hebrew 
Alphabet. Orna includes a wealth of background information about Kabbalah and the Hebrew letters, which, is laid 
out for you as course material.  Profound thanks to Orna. 

Continued on next page 
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✸ Section A: Guest writer – Rea Wallace  

	  

 

My background: 

Before I get into the scary experiences I’ve had, I will start at the beginning. I was born being very 
clairaudient. I remember at ages 2-4 getting up in the middle of the night and laying on my tummy in the 
threshold of my bedroom, facing the dark hallway, and listening to and laughing at the many voices I heard 
in my head. The other family members were all asleep in their bedrooms. It was my little secret, even when 
I began talking, and it went on for years.  
 
As I got older, and began to hear ghost stories and learn to become frightened I stopped this ritual. At age 
10, I delved heavily into fortune telling “anything”. Anything I could get my hands on. And it just evolved into 
mainly card reading. But my first cards were angel cards. Those tiny little ones that were sold in some 
shops like the Unity book store (where we were attending church at that time). A little later, I went to some 
Tarot readers, some psychics and channelers. Some of them told me that I could do readings. So I began 
by blending Tarot and clairaudience.  

In 2007, I got my ministerial license and immediately began a weekly prayer circle and free prayer request 
list on my website. And until I no longer found it fulfilling, I performed weddings and other ceremonies. I also 
wrote a book on the power of the mind to manifest called Know What You Sow. I still run the prayer list and 
do the daily prayers for them. At that time, I studied Reiki and began doing healings for others, as well as 
teaching Reiki to others.  

Mediumship brought into me many experiences with channeling with some good and some very frightening. 
I took a mediumship course in Virginia and I kept a diary of my channeling experiences. There were mostly 
with 5th dimensional beings. One being was called Ashtar and one called Seth. There are so many 
channelers out there so I didn’t bother sharing my messages publicly just with some friends. My favorite 
readings to do for others are mediumship readings, not through channeling, but through the cards (the 
safest venue for me)!  

Meditation, however, brought me some very unsettling experiences. In 1998 I was leviated. In 2008, I was 
doing a drumming meditation and had a full-fledged physical encounter with an American Indian warrior, 
who swiveled my chair around to face him standing behind me. These things terrified me. Over the years, 
I’ve seen many spirits and I prayed to block them. I’ve learned how to stifle them from appearing to me now. 
As a result, I don’t meditate often now. I wouldn’t discourage anyone from meditation, ever. Just because 
I’ve had some scary results doesn’t at all mean that you would. In fact, you probably could tell me about 
some great meditation experiences you’ve had. 

During ‘07-’09, I studied and became certified in hypnosis, which led to my studying Past Life Regression 
therapy and getting a license to do regressions. This morphed into my taking a Life Coach certification 
course. I’ve enjoyed doing past life hypnosis-induced regressions for people, and one regression on myself.  
I love being able to combine counseling (whether spiritual or practical) with life coaching and psychic 
readings (clairaudience and divination). 
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The clairaudience has never left me. I still hear voices. If they are angelic or higher dimensional beings, 
such as ascended masters, the voice comes into my right ear.   If it is a regular person who is in spirit, I 
usually hear them in my left ear. (My mother has been very vocal to me in these past few months.) Similarly, 
if you are given a vision, it will usually manifest on the upper right part of your head, within a couple of feet. I 
was shown the Hall of Knowledge in this way. When you are shuffling your cards and you want to know 
when to stop, listen, and the “Stop” will usually happen in the right part of your head. 
 
The main piece of advice I would pass on is to call on Archangel Michael to shield and protect you prior to 
exploring other dimensional activities or divination activities. Heck, do it before driving. Do it daily anyway. 
Looking back at my more scary encounters, I remember that I had surrounded myself in the Light, but had 
not necessarily called on Archangel Michael for protection. I wouldn’t dream of meditating now without doing 
that.   
 
Some of the services that I offer are phone readings, email readings, energy healing (Reiki 
and color therapy), free prayer request list, meanings of crystals, and other informative 
things. Please visit my website at http://www.mysticclinic.com 
 
I hope you enjoy the remainder of my article.  Love, light, and blessings, Rea 

I felt honored when Jozefa asked me to write an article for her newsletter. She asked me to have my article 
to her before the Ides of March. We joked about it. I thought that I would first explain what the Ides are. 
 

 In olden Roman days, March was the first month of the year.   They didn’t number their months the 
way we do, day by day.   They sort of numbered them in three fixed points--the Nones was the 
period covering the 5th-7th of the month.   The Ides was the full moon, and covered usually either 
the 13th or the 15th.   And the Kalends were the 1st of the following month.  So the Ides of March 
meant to them the first full moon of their new year.   So, if we were still in old Rome, she needed this 
newsletter before the Ides of March so as to have it ready to publish before the Kalends of April.      

 
 
We thought it would be good for me to write about the “Don’t do, Do” spread. I think of it as the “Situation” spread.   I 
believe it is an old spread, as I’d first seen it in a YouTube tutorial. It’s good for getting a quick look about something or 
someone you may be confused about.   I work on a phone-advice line these days, and I find it very helpful when time is 
tight.  
 
This layout is very straightforward. 
∆ the first card represents or explains the situation of concern.  
∆ *the second card tells what is in your best interest not to do, and 
∆ *third card tells what to do.   

 
I highly recommend this simple layout for a concise look at what is best to do and what is not the best thing to do. 
What a time-saver this is!  I’ve personally had very accurate success with this. 
 

✸ Reading Protection: Safely combining cards & the mystical 
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✸ Reading Protection: Safely combining cards & the mystical 
 

 
 

 
Here's an Example Reading: 

Jozefa asked me what I wanted to title this article. Since I am not very good at thinking of titles, I decided this would be 
a perfect example reading for this Situation spread. I asked the playing cards, "What do I need to know about titling this 
article?" I got: 

 
 

              
 
Well, the 7 of spades shows how I'm feeling--stuck, and basically at a standstill, creatively speaking, on this title. 

The Ace of Hearts tells what to not do. This card is of home and family, so naturally that is not pertinent to this 
article. Other meanings to this card are love, happiness, friendship, romance, and none of these talk of this article. I 
suppose that I was given this as a "don't do" because many times people will use love or romance in a title to nab the 
reader's attention. 

The King of Hearts tells what I should do. This man is protective, good natured, authoritative but generous, and family 
oriented. Immediately I picked up on the "protection" that I talk about in this article.    

! I really love this little spread!   
How’s this for a title – Reading Protection: Safely combining cards & the mystical  

 
 
I prefer playing cards, which I learned mainly from the old Kapherus blog. His newer online blog is called 
Cardseer.wordpress.com.  I also recommend Regina Russell’s Card Reader’s Handbook. 
 
Before all of this, many years ago, the main spread I did almost exclusively when I first began doing phone readings 
was this one; what I knew to be called the Thoth (teh-hoh’-teh) spread, but is also called the Destiny spread.   It is an old 
spread that has been around for many years.   Who exactly invented it, I wouldn’t hazard to suppose. 
 
I don’t do this spread (image on next page) as much nowadays as I’ve found the shorter the layouts offer the most 
information I can pass to my customer in the shortest amount of time for them.   But for several years at least, this was 
my go-to spread, and it produced very good results. 
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Another rather time consuming but favorite spread of mine is the “absolute-answer spread” done with the Lenormand.  It 
is also called the “Development Spread”.   I’ve done this spread for about 5 years now with great success.   I learned this 
spread at http://lenormandcards.blogspot.ca that is authored by Janna (last name unknown). 
 
I reserve this for when my client isn’t time-restricted. So, if your other cards leave you still in doubt, try this if time allows:    
 

" Shuffle the way you normally do and cut if you cut. Lay the top card and set it aside. Say it is 23 (Mouse). Count the 
remainder from the top to the 23rd card. Pull it and place it next to the first one you got. Say it is 13. Count again from the 
top to the 13th card. Say it is 30, set it next to the others. Don’t count anymore. Get out your calculator. Add up 23+13+30. 
It adds up to 66. Now, deduct 36 from 66. “36” is the total number of cards in this deck. The answer is 30. This card is the 
ultimate answer. If I wanted a time frame, I would then get out my Sylvie Steinbach book (The Secrets of the Lenormand 
Oracle) and look to see which time period she gives for that card. In this case, the answer is winter and most likely during 
Capricorn. The other 3 cards can be read individually to show the energy around something now and in the future. This 
spread accurately showed when my mother would pass on. It has accurately predicted many various things for my clients, 
including engagements, weddings, and relationships.  I think you this spread will impress you. 

 
As you probably already know if you are unsure on what a combination of cards actually means then go with your 
intuition. I have found that the intuition or first thought that you feel is usually correct. And if you’re not feeling the cards 
on some days, that is also normal.  Once in awhile I will give myself a break from them and recharge. Doing readings is 
very mental work and can get to be draining as any mental works can if done for hours at a time. I very much enjoy 
reading about other’s readings, which is why I love Jo’s blog and Facebook groups.   If I’m not “feeling” the cards on a 
given day, I will find that after reading about a spread, I will suddenly get “inspired” to get back to them.    
 
I think we all get like that from time to time. 

✸ Reading Protection: Safely combining cards & the mystical 

#Please do not copy, share or distribute any of 
the content/images from the Parapath© newsletter 
in any medium or format unless authorized by the 
author(s). Thank you. # 


